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FUSION is a 501-c-3 non profit organization. It’s mission:
FUSION incites global empathy through storytelling, positively impacting the human race. We are
dedicated to professional excellence, a community inspired creative space, and the inspiration of our
children, the genesis of our future.
In January of 2001 FUSION’s co-founders signed the lease for 700 1st St. NW in Downtown Albuquerque, a
rundown building in a less than desirable neighborhood that had been vacant for the previous 18 years. And
thus, a professional theatre was born. The organization was formed with the specific purpose of providing a
venue for professional theatre practitioners in a state lacking in such opportunities. For over two decades,
FUSION has provided an annually negotiated union living wage plus pension and health benefits, and has
become the longest-lived professional theatre in New Mexico’s history.
Since inception, FUSION has opened its doors to any in the community for artistic endeavors or other
gatherings. In 2015 the organization leased an additional adjacent building for the purpose of creating co-op
offices and a second indoor venue. In 2016, witnessing the neighborhood’s burgeoning growth and
skyrocketing real estate prices, FUSION was able to transition into property ownership of both buildings as
well as a vacant lot between the two. With the property preserved for the arts, FUSION is now in all ways
artistically, culturally, and economically a civic meeting place- a forum that incites new work and a safe
place for discussion and creative exchange.
Hosting two indoor venues, a permanent outdoor stage, co-op office space, a soon-to-be coffee shop,
and several indoor and outdoor fine art exhibition spaces, FUSION is truly Downtown ABQ’s vibrant
center for the arts.
It is with great excitement that we welcome the first of Martinart Studios’ TWO MOONS series. The
exhibition is a terrific addition of fine art to the facility, and exemplifies the organization’s deep
commitment to collaboration, highlighting the work of more than a dozen extremely talented artists. We
look forward to hosting you, our patronage, as contributors to the artistic process. Enjoy the show!!

Dennis Gromelski
Executive Director, FUSION

Martinart Studios Presents:

The Surrealist Dreamers
of New Mexico
Curator’s Notes:
This exhibit began in the 1920’s with poets and writers in France. These early artists
were revolutionary in their work because they sourced their material from the
unconscious and dream worlds. Previously, all art was created “from the eyes out.”
With publication of the Surrealist manifesto of André Breton (1896-1966,) visual artists
came on board with the Surrealist poets and writers.
The Surrealist Dreamers of New Mexico exhibition is a collection of contemporary artists
whose work reflects the historical poets, writers, and visual artists. They create worlds
from their own imaginations, combining both conscious and unconscious thought –
sometimes planned, sometimes not. Using surprising combinations of both organic and
inorganic objects, the artists’ goal is to reveal some hidden secret of the universe.
I have chosen twelve artists, plus myself, who exemplify the Surrealist esthetic. I strive to
present an in-depth look into each artist’s oeuvre, spotlighting both the range and the
depth of their bodies of work. These artists employ a wide variety of media and are well
accomplished in their fields. By using photography, painting, sculpture, mixed media,
found objects, college, and other material, these artists have a superpower: making
thoughts and feelings come to life.
The Surrealist style continues to make up the very fabric of our society. It is found in
advertising, film, literature, music, theatre, and on and on. Keep looking! You may
uncover a hidden secret of the universe.

Martin Terry
April 2022

Two Moons

FUSION
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Albuquerque
New Mexico

Laura Balombini

Corrales New Mexico

Artist Biography
I’m a storyteller who paints and
creates what I can imagine. With degrees in clay and fiber and 30 years of trial and error…one
does find what works best and what makes you happy. I’m not partial to any certain kinds of
materials or surface. Like a good cook I’ll use what’s at hand and explore where the materials
take me. Whether it’s painting or sculpture you’ll find a theme of contemporary folk art and
narrative storytelling runs through all that I do.
Born Pittsburgh PA
BFA Clay/Fiber Arts
Artwork in Collections throughout the US including NW Airlines and
City of Albuquerque.
Past board member of Maine Crafts Assoc. (statewide advocacy )
Past Member of River Arts District Assoc., Asheville, NC
Past owner of galleries in Maine, North Carolina, New Mexico
Present owner of red paint studio, Corrales NM 5yrs.
Wholesale / retail jewelry designer for 5 yrs with accounts Nationally.
Workshop instructor for studio artists at Haystack School, Arrowmont School, and in my studio
presently.

Artist Statement
Painting is like…deciding to go on an extended driving trip in a pretty cool travel trailer. You
spend time figuring out where you'd like to end up, what you'd like to see and do along the way.
This all takes a while because as you see where the route takes you, you keep changing your
mind as to what you'd like to experience and explore.
You ready the vehicle, pack what you think you will need, and start to head out. Just before you
leave the driveway, a friend asks can he get a ride part way?…ahh ok. Trip just got more
complicated. Now you have to be social. You adjust your thinking and settle in. Colors are nice,
the road is smooth, signs are helpful. Many side trips and stopping to fix the van (you forgot
to pack tools) occur, but you start to forget the destination …Instead enjoying the ride. It never
really mattered where you were going anyway. Making art (for me at least) is like that.
Sculpting is like…you have to design the travel trailer…and fabricate it before you can head out.
Sometimes you get caught up in the engineering and the trip is delayed. The combination of
making and exploring in a mix of materials does keep the road very interesting. Oh, and that
friend that came along? He reminds you to occasionally call home and pay the bills.

Contact Info
L. BaLoMbiNi / red paint studio

207 266 9634

redpaintstudioart@gmail.com
lbalombini.com
www.facebook.com/lbalombini
www.instagram.com/lbalombini

redpaintstudio.com
saatchiart.com/lbalombini
www.twitter.com/lbalombini
Studio visitors welcomed by Appt.

Laura Balombini - Works in the Exhibit

Blue Wheel
15" tall - steel wire/concrete
Red Wheel
15" tall - steel wire/concrete
Long Legs
15" tall - steel wire/concrete
Bunny Medic
15" tall - steel wire/concrete
Burlesque Bunny
30" tall - steel wire/concrete
Ten Cent Wings
34" tall - steel wire/concrete
Thought Process
10" x 10" x 2" - acrylic/wood
Armenian Gypsy
8" x 10" x 2" – collage/wood
Ukrainian Gypsy
8" x 10" x 2" – collage/wood
Empty House
10" x 15" – collage, mixed media
Boat House
10" x 15" – collage/mixed media
Hot Air (small hanging balloons)
12" tall – mixed media

Armenian Gypsy

Rebecca S. Cohen

Placitas New Mexico

Artist Biography
Rebecca S. Cohen, a graduate of Moore College of Art and Design in Philadelphia, has
explored myriad aspects of the art world. Following a brief stint as an art teacher in the
Philadelphia Public School System, she moved to Austin, Texas, where Cohen served as a
Laguna Gloria Art Museum board member and museum president. Beginning in 1983 she
worked for eight years as founding director of R.S. Levy Gallery and then as an art consultant,
freelance arts writer, and author of ART GUIDE TEXAS, published by the University of Texas
Press. Finally, after many years spent working with artists and visiting museums and galleries,
Cohen returned to making art herself.
Cohen has exhibited several times during the East Austin Studio Tour and Placitas Studio Tour;
at Austin’s Shoal Creek Gallery; Moore College of Art and Design; the Albuquerque Museum of
Art; Lasell College in Newton, Massachusetts; and was selected for eligibility in the New Mexico
Only Art in Public Places Initiative 2017/2019.

Artist Statement
Rebecca Cohen’s collages are fabricated through the prism of quotidian experiences. The
artist explains, “They are impacted and inspired by the shifting light in my studio as the day rolls
by, the complexity of interpersonal relationships, the books I read, and the news of the world
that seeps into my psyche, bidden or not, and disturbs my equanimity.” Cohen often
incorporates into her work imagery and articles from newspapers and magazines as well as
clippings of artists’ postcards and of her own photographs, gluing and sometimes machine
stitching them into place.
“As I organize the elements of each collage on paper, canvas, wood, or metal I am able to
exercise a level of control that eludes me outside the studio,” says Cohen. From afar, her works
are painterly meditations on patterns and color. Up close, they are personal statements on the
role of the artist during these uncertain times, ruminations on current events, and abstract
confessionals. “My collages are occasionally narrative, but never literal, leaving room for the
viewer to impose his or her own meaning,” says Cohen, who delights in happy accidents and in
conveying darker truths through titular double entendre and subtle pops of whimsy.
The pieces by Cohen that are included in The Surrealist Dreamers of New Mexico also feature
scraps of paper as well as fabric, doll parts, rusted nails, buttons, and bottle caps and might
more precisely be described as bricolage. Derived from French word bricoler, meaning to putter
about or tinker while coller means to glue, bricolage is used to describe the remixture,
reconstruction, and reuse of individual materials or artifacts to produce new meanings and
insights. Cohen similarly transforms unconventional media into poignant commentary on the
sometimes absurd, always uncertain world in which we live while indulging a surrealistic
obsession with unexpected visual pairings.

Contact
rscplacitas@comcast.net

Rebecca S. Cohen - Works in the Exhibit

Paper Dolls
8" x 10" - mixed media (paper on wood panel)
A Million Landmines
8" x 10" - mixed media (paper + twig on wood
panel)
Death Head Moth
8" x 10" - Mixed media (paper on wood panel)
Fractured Feelings
8" x 10" - mixed media (paper and sticks on
wood panel)
Playmates
8" x 10" - mixed media (paper, doll arm on wood
panel)
Then and now
8" x 10" - mixed media (paper on wood panel)
View from the Tower
8" x 10" - mixed media (paper, acrylic paint,
button, twigs and bear head on wood panel)

Playmates

Bean Bag Fairy
8" x 10" - mixed media (paper, doll head & hand, stick, and lace on wood panel with
acrylic paint)
Donald’s Wall
8" x 10" - mixed media (doll head & hands, nails and stick on wood panel)
Auto-da-fe
8" x 11" - mixed media (acrylic paint, stone, sticks, wooden doll hands on wood panel)

Juliana Coles

Albuquerque New Mexico

Artist Biography
Award winning Albuquerque artist Juliana Coles (she/her), born in Evanston, Illinois, studied
art, contemporary dance, and writing at Chicago’s Columbia College. In the late 80’s Coles
relocated to San Francisco to receive her MFA from the Academy of Art University in 1992. At
this time, the artist developed “Visual Journaling” for the Epilepsy Society of San Francisco as
an active meditation technique to access archetypal signs and symbols from the unconscious to
create new pathways in the brain after a seizure. This unique process is now used by therapists,
teachers, and professionals around the world. Her Visual Journals/artist books have been
featured in over 30 publications and as part of the “1000 Journals Project" her work was
exhibited at the SFMOMA. Coles, a teaching artist since 1997, has presented “Visual
Journaling” workshops nationally as well as Canada, Mexico, Greece, Ecuador, Egypt, and
Portugal. While in Portugal, Coles walked the Caminho Portugues to receive her Compostela in
Santiago, Spain. In 2014 she published her first illustrated book, “Ghost Pirate; the Legend of
Juana La Loca,” illuminating grief and loss. Coles’ work has been recognized and licensed by
Warner Brothers for their “Roswell” and “Longmire” series. Juliana is a Clark Hulings Foundation
Fellow and her Artist Residencies include Green Olive Arts in Tetouan, Morocco, and Otis’
inaugural Residency program in LA. Most recently Coles received the NM Purchase award, a
grant from the Andy Warhol Foundation, and this year is a recipient of the City of Albuquerque’s
Urban Enhancement Trust Fund.

Artist Statement
As a student at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco in the late 80’s/early 90’s, my
education was influenced by the Bay Area Figurative artists. My work itself was inspired by
German Expressionism as well as post war Pop Artists who were revolting against pretentious
or “High Brow” Art. In the time of Desert Storm and the Rodney King trial we took to the streets
and were arrested under martial law. While San Francisco was a mecca of social activism, I was
intensely engaged with the second wave feminist ideal that the personal is the political.
Beginning with the vulnerability of the figure and adding hand-written narrative, my art is a raw
investigative expression of personal reality where, as an epileptic, seizures interrupt recall and
alienate concrete memory. My mixed media paintings, drawings and artist books are never
preconceived but spontaneously emerge from the unknown through a radical layering process
of breaking down and rebuilding.

Contact
meandpete08@gmail.com
Instagram: @colesjuliana1

www.JulianaColesArt.com
Facebook: juliana.coles.3

Studio visit by Appointment 505.341.2246 (landline no texting)

Juliana Coles - Works in the Exhibit

Safe Passage
35” x 13.25” x 4.75” - mixed media assemblage

Lucid Dreaming
36” x 49.5” x 2” - Artist Book Installation

Saqqara
12” x 10” x 3.5" - Mixed Media Artist Book

Desert 17-18

Jennifer DeSantis – LadyJennD

Albuquerque New Mexico

Artist Biography
The “Visual DJ” known as LadyJennD started life as Jennifer DeSantis in 1981 in Waterbury,
Connecticut. By taking images and texts from discarded and sometimes forgotten publications, she
destroys their original intention, and creates a whole new meaning and context for them to exist. Much
like a DJ remixes songs and sounds, LadyJennD as a “Visual DJ”, remixes images and words to create
fresh, new, imaginative realms.
Her unique artistic talent was nurtured from an early age from her family, even as she relocated to
Georgia in 1996. Like many people, Jennifer’s life took some twists and turns, and yet she continued to
develop her creative talent, utilizing art as a form of self-therapy. Her method of mixed media collage has
allowed her to express her emotions and dreams in a multi-dimensional, and sometimes humorous, style.
Her art is a practice in “creation from destruction”, adapting existing media and restructuring it to give it
new life. The goal of Jennifer’s art is to pull the viewer into the piece, making them want to grasp it, get
inside, and explore it, to find some kind of inner healing. LadyJennD is now in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, where she had spent 4 plus years activating and managing a small nonprofit gallery in downtown
Albuquerque, while continuing steadfastly in her art practice and career. She recently took the leap into
being a full-time artist in May of 2021.
LadyJennD has had several solo shows in Atlanta GA and Albuquerque NM. She has curated and
participated in a myriad of group exhibits too, both juried and not. She has had work published in Rene
Rongen’s Book, “Fundamentally Female” in 2012. Most recently, her submission of "Covid Queen Bee", a
work completed in 2020 received a $1,000 award from the Jerry Goldstein Foundation. Jennifer has
taught her intuitive mixed media collage techniques at several in person workshops over the years and
hopes to continue again as soon as possible. She loves participating in various online artisan auctions on
social media, and currently enjoys sharing administrative duties in the Facebook Group, Enchantment
Artisans, which is an online marketplace for NM artists to show and sell their creations.
"Many of my pieces reflect the oddities contained in the philosophic subconscious and have deep
meanings I hope resonate with the you. My art comes from the mind, heart, and soul simultaneously." ~
LadyJennD

Artist Statement
My name is Jennifer DeSantis, but you can call me LadyJennD.
I am a visual DJ. Much like a DJ remixes sounds to create new music, I take samplings of
imagery and text and combine them, meld them, mesh them. Bits and pieces of random media
become my greater message, my “song”. I mix from things people normally overlook and layer
on imagination, depth, and sub-text.
I want you to “hear” my imagination, as I express it, not necessarily with words, but with these
colors and symbols. A dazzling array of details all “synched” to create a much larger overture.

Contact
https://facebook.com/ladyjennd
Linktr.ee/LadyJennD

https://instagram.com/ladyjennd
Studio Tours by Appointment

Jennifer DeSantis - LadyJennD - Works in the Exhibit

SHE IS LEARNING TO BE QUIETER, MORE FORGIVING, AND KINDER… *
12" x 12" x .75" - collage on cradled wood
IT’S A PARROT HE NEVER GAVE A F*CK WHAT ANYONE THOUGHT
10” Diameter Circle – collage on cradled wood
HER FAVORITE BEVERAGE IS RASPBERRY LEMONADE… WITH LOTS OF VODKA!
10” x 10” Octagon – collage on cradled wood
ALBERT HAD A DIFFERENT SENSE OF TIME AND SPACE
5" x 5” original collage on archival paper framed in oak vintage found frame 9" x 9"
SHE HAS THE ENERGY AND TEMPERAMENT OF A THOUSAND SUNS *
12" x 16" x 1.5” collage on cradled wood
SUBCONSCIOUS EXPRESSIONISM
5” – collage on hexagon wood with resin
FINDING JOY *
18" x 18" x.75” – collage on cradled wood
ETHYL LYNN REALIZED THAT NO MATTER WHERE AND
WHEN SHE WAS IN THE MULTIVERSE, SHE STILL HAS
THE SAME SOUL LESSON TO LEARN *
18" x 24" x .5” – mixed media collage on canvas
SPIRALING INTO CONTROL *
12" x 16" x 1.5” – collage on cradled wood
MIZZ BILOBA
14" x 18" x 1.5” – mixed media collage on cradled wood
HIS MOTHER CALLED HIM A WILD THING
12" x 12" x .75” – collage on cradled wood
LET’S GO FLY A KITE
10" x 10" x .5” – collage on cradled panel

Spiraling into Control

THE GREAT UNCERTAINTY
9" X 12” – collage on archival canvas paper – matted and framed to 16" x 22"
TITLES WITH AN ASTERISK (*) NEXT TO THE END OF THE TITLE HAVE A COMPLIMENTARY “AUGMENTED
REALITY” VIDEO WHEN VIEWED WITH THE “ARTIVIVE” APP! THE ARTIVIVE APP IS FREE AND NO
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED. IT IS A VIEWING APP. ONCE DOWNLOADED, IT WILL ONLY ASK PERMISSION
TO ACCESS YOUR CAMERA AND MICROPHONE.
DOWNLOAD ARTIVIVE. OPEN IT. HOPD YOUR PHONE UP TO THE ARTWORK. A VICEO WILL PLAY! A GOOD
INTERNET CONNECTION HELPS – OTHERWISE THE VIDEOS PAUSE/STOP.

Pauline Eaton

Corrales New Mexico

Artist Biography
Pauline Easton was an artist, educator, book writer and so much more. Born in New Jersey,
she began watercolor painting at a young age. She created and taught art for many years and
Was the subject of multiple solo exhibitions. Pauline was a recipient of numerous national and
regional awards, including the Grumbacker Award, and awards from New Mexico Women in the
Arts, Albuquerque Museum. She was also a member of many arts organizations, including the
National Watercolor Society, the Society of Layerists in Multi-Media and the National Society of
Painters in Casein and Acrylic.
In 1993, she relocated to Corrales New Mexico. She established the Corrales Art Studio Tour
(CAST) in 1998. Today CAST is one of the largest and most successful studio tours in the
Southwest. Her work is widely available. Pauline passed away in the Fall of 2021.

Artist Statement
Of “In My Dreams I Danced with Picasso,” Pauline says”
“This sort of self-portrait shows how an artist feels in the presence of genius. In my gnarled feet
and knobby knees, I felt clumsy, but in my head, dancing with Picasso’s freedom, I felt I could
do anything!”
Part of her Credo holds that “as an artist I believe my role is to continue making connections
and ‘real’-izing my place in the FABRIC OF ALL THAT IS. I attempt to paint this.”

Contact
Charles Adams Eaton (spouse) - ceaton@unm.edu

Pauline Eaton - Works in the Exhibit

In My Dreams I Danced with Picasso
46" x 12" x 30" – foam core, rice paper, acrylic paint
Hope
24" x 16" - watercolor
Life’s Parable
46" x 36" – watercolor
The Forces of Life
46" x 36” - watercolor

In My Dreams I Danced with
Picasso

Susana Erling

Corrales New Mexico

Artist Biography/Statement
If I find myself with a piece of paper in my hands, some figure sculpture will emerge. I love
paper, any kind of paper, for its strength as well as its fragility, malleability, and its forgiveness.
The forms just flow from my hands and with paper, changes in size or form can easily be made.
My figures vary in size from three to four inches to life size, some may be in relief and others
may be sculptures in the round.
In 2003 I returned to the city of Punta Arenas, Chile, on the Strait of Magellan, where I spent 16
years of my childhood playing among wind twisted evergreen trees shrouded with gray moss.
During this visit I was obsessed photographing these trees and there I realized where the
original inspiration for my paper sculptures came from, my childhood.
The wire armatures are covered with paper dipped in paste. The outer cover is painted with
acrylic paints or glazed with metallic finishes, then sealed with acrylic varnish.
Currently, I have transferred my paper sculpting skills into cement to be able to sculpt large
scale figures to display outdoors. Nature has been my inspiration all along my sculpting career
and my first cement series is the “Sweetness of the Earth” which includes: “River Spirit Power”
sculpture, the “Flower Spirit Power” sculpture and the “Tree Spirit Power” sculpture.
Presently, I am the co-owner, with artist/painter Barbara Clark, of the Corrales Fine Arts gallery
located at 4685 Corrales Road, Suite 4.

Email: suntz@mac.com

Susana Erling - Works in the Exhibit

Chakra Maiden
32" x 12" x 12" - newspaper maché on wire mesh armature
River Power Spirit
53" x 24" x 38" - Thin set cement on wire & mesh armature
Flower Power Spirit
55" x 24" x 30" - Thin set cement on wire & mesh armature
Tree Power Spirit
54" x 24" x 34" - Thin cement on wire & mesh armature

River Power Spirit

Mike Hart

Albuquerque New Mexico

Artist Biography
Mike Hart was born in Topeka, Kansas. He work's predominately in the medium of painting
and drawing. Upon completing a BA degree at Colorado College, he became a Navy officer
which involved sea duty and a tour in Viet Nam. After leaving the service he obtained a diploma
at the Chicago Academy of Fine Arts and later attended the MFA program at the University of
New Mexico. His solo shows include the Jonson Gallery UNM, the Center for Contemporary
Arts Santa Fe NM, The CAFE Gallery Albuquerque, and the Exhibit 208 Gallery Albuquerque.
He has also shown in galleries in Chicago, Denver, Santa Monica, Tucson, Seattle, Kansas
City, and others. He is now widely recognized as Albuquerque's least known living
treasure. Aside from painting his other interests include camping, hiking, Zen practice, cigars
and single malt scotch.

Artist Statement
Hart's work provides the viewer an interesting place that stimulates the imagination while at the
same time tilting the ground under the feet. Wonder and pleasure are combined with a dash of
trepidation and uncertainty which can encourage interesting emotions and the consideration of
previously unasked questions.

Contact
Mike.hart775@gmail.com

Mike Hart - Works in the Exhibit

Overworked Arbiter of Endless Iterations
36" x 36" - acrylic
Couple at Their Lake House
10" x 12" - acrylic
Do You Mind if We Look Through You?
36" x 36" – acrylic

Overworked Arbiter of Endless Iterations

William Huckaby

Galisteo New Mexico

Artist Biography
William D Huckaby was born into a military family in 1951. He managed to graduate from Roy
high school in Utah then drop out of art school. He joined the air force, afterwards pursued
many crummy jobs. Eventually, he became an operating room registered nurse, followed by
winemaking, a stint as railroad station agent at a one-man station in Lamy, N M, did some film
work and gardening. And Then Came the Gourds!
He participates in the Galisteo (NM) studio tours and has exhibited in galleries in Madrid (NM.)
His work sells mostly through word of mouth, and buyers seeing his work at a friend’ house and
needing some for their own collections.
His inspiration comes from outsider art; he names Ed Big Daddy Roth, Max Ernst, and S. Clay
Wilson as his influences.

Artist Statement
“My gourds are hallucinatory depictions of the cattle (among other animals) that witnessed the
atomic bomb test at White Sands, New Mexico, on July 6, 1945. I call my collection Fantamos
de la Vaca.”

Contact
505-466-2270
williamhuckaby69@gmail.com

William Huckaby - Works in the Exhibit

Fantamos de la Vaca
I

36" x 72" x 18" – gourd, glue, paint

II

24" x 66" x 18" – gourd, glue, paint

III

42" x 39" x 18" – gourd, glue, paint

IV

42" x 30" x 18” – gourd, glue, paint

V

18" x 36" x 12" – gourd, glue, paint

VI

48" x 48" x 18" – gourd, glue, paint

VII

42" x 54" x 24" – gourd, glue, paint

VIII

20" x 36" x 18" – gourd, glue, paint

IX

18" x 24" x 12" – gourd, glue, paint

X

20" x 36" x 14" – gourd, glue, paint

XI

19" x 18" x 10" – gourd, glue, paint

XII

12" x 12" x 10" – gourd, glue, paint

Fantamos de la Vaca

Carlos Quinto Kemm

Las Vegas New Mexico

Artist Biography
Carlos Quinto Kemm’s artwork is in the “Magic Realist/Visionary” art tradition. His painted
collages assemblages are often multidimensional, dense and elaborate reworkings of the
images concerned by “Eros, Death and Spiritual Quest.” Work in public collections include the
Albuquerque Museum of Art and History. New Mexico Capitol Art Collection and the Anderson
Museum of Contemporary Art, the National Hispanic Cultural Center Art Museum and private

.

collectors worldwide. Carlos lives and works in his birthplace of Las Vegas, New Mexico

Artist Statement
“Having begun my artist career painting and drawing, in the 1970’s I began experimenting with
the medium of collage. My early work began with simple, small, flat collages. Over time, the
technical demands have challenged me to evolve and refine unique techniques to communicate
this visual language. Some works have required several years of single-minded effort to bring
them to completion.
“I believe the collage medium is a largely misunderstood, yet incredible visual tool to stimulate
imaginative awakenings. After 40 years, I still find the collage medium fresh and innovative. I
find its ability to communicate metaphorical language of man’s inner spiritual search limitless.
Allied to visionary and mystical pathways, my work feeds my questing need to make sense of
life’s purpose. It is my heartfelt desire to give visual dialogue to those levels beyond personal
symbols that will speak of the complexities of modern life in an age of incomprehensible
madness”.

Contact
505-425-6112
quintokemm@outlook.com
duendes-lair.com
studio visits available by appointment

Carlos Quinto Kemm - Works in the Exhibit

Joan of Arc
26" x 12" - C-print of painted dimensional collage
This Gift…of Voting
35" x 46" - C-print of painted dimensional collage

This Gift…of Voting

Kristin Eager Killion

Galisteo New Mexico

Artist Biography
Kristin Eager Killion is a multifaceted and interdisciplinary artist whose work is inspired by
found and abandoned objects. She finds new life and beauty in things that have previously lost
meaning or value, regenerating them into intricate pieces of art.
From the Midwest, Eager Killion has always been drawn to the idea of renewal and rebirth and
to the challenge of combining the mundane with the unexpected. But it is the question of what
constitutes “value” in an object that inspires her the most. This continued search for new
meaning, definitions, and identity in discarded items can be identified as the foundation of her
work.
Eager Killion’s art has been shown both in one-woman-shows and as part of group exhibitions
at international shows, museums, galleries, and embassies worldwide and has been acquired
as part of several esteemed private collections.
A graduate of DePauw University, Eager Killion has lived and worked in Paris, France, and
Washington, DC. In 2018 she relocated to New Mexico, drawn by the wide-open spaces and the
landscape. Since her move, she’s birthed a new body of work entitled “Tumblers and Trees”
where she plays with the transformation of local flora after it becomes brittle and blows away
from its roots.

Artist Statement
“In all things I try to recognize the unlovely as the lovely disguised. As an artist, I seek to make
something from what seems to be nothing: a discarded box, old clothing, broken glass, or
reflector lights…the list is endless. What I love about working with found objects is that the
seemingly useless becomes useful; discarded items breathe a new life. Sometimes I have a
specific inspiration and sometimes I don’t- what’s critical is simply to begin. Color, texture, and
image become an expression of feeling, an outpouring of me and I begin to see the world
through different eyes. What I have learned and love about creating is the inability to make a
mistake. If I am willing to wait for the inspiration or the new idea every decision becomes
something useful, positive, beautiful.”

Contact
KEAGER Design LLC
http://keagerdesign.com
Instagram- kekillion

kekillion@gmail.com
Facebook- keagerdesign

Kristin Eager Killion - Works in the Exhibit

Baby Doll
77½" x 19" x 21¼" - mixed media sculpture
Off to the Races
14 ½" x 9 ⅞" x 4 ¼" – mixed media
Green Goblin, Tumblers and Trees Series
34 ½" diameter x 15" – painted tumble weed installation
Bang Bang, un homage à Magritte
10" x 7.5" x 4"– mixed media

Baby Doll (detail)

Harry O. Morris

Albuquerque New Mexico

Artist Biography
Harry 0. Morris was born in Albuquerque, NM at St. Joseph's hospital on January 18, 1949.
He has had the same car (a Volvo P-1800) since 1972 and has lived in the same house on Elm
since 1978. In 1982 he and Christine Pasanen were married and lived together in the house.
Christine Morris departed this realm in 2008. Harry Morris will most likely die in this house in
Albuquerque at some unknown future date. Hopefully sooner than later. To end with a quote
from his friend, Tom Ligotti: "…a ghost before your time but as real as it gets. Like Christine."
Harry 0. Morris is a published book cover artist whose haunting digital collages of dreamlike
faces, buildings, and paintings of liquid landscapes are a direct descendant of surrealist ideas
and practices. Morris' work is: "like a glance at a face in a mirror that will never be seen again."
(Quote from the early American surrealist, Leon Kelly, 1901-1982.)

Artist Statement
When I was young, around high-school age, my parents sent me to see a psychiatrist and
undergo a battery of tests. When the results came in, I was diagnosed with - among other
things - as having under or overtones (I forget which it was) of schizophrenia. When, years later
I mentioned this to my wonderful wife, Christine, she replied with: "Don't ﬂatter yourself!" Now,
if I'd been diagnosed with symptoms of surrealism (can such a thing be diagnosed?) I like to
think that she would have been more in agreement with the result. I don't know. I have my own
doubts, no doubt. In response to the question of: "Why do you write (or draw, or whatever)?" the
surrealists favorite answers were: "To kill time," and "I don't know, and “I hope I never ﬁnd out."
I would say the same for me with the qualiﬁcation of perhaps I'm afraid to ﬁnd out.

Contact
505-242-8047
mchmorris@eartlink.net

Harry O. Morris - Works in the Exhibit

Upside-Down Lady
19" x 13" – digital artist proof
Colordrum Lady
9.5" x 13" – digital artist proof
Damn Wall
9.5" x 13" – digital artist proof
Damn Stain
13" x 9.5" - digital artist proof
Elmo Lightbulb
9.5" x 13" - digital artist proof
Mapback
9.5" x 13" - digital artist proof
Mata-dor
9.5" x 13" - digital artist proof
Red Glove
9.5" x 13" - digital artist proof
Rock-Room
9.5" x 13" - digital artist proof
Shaky-Room-Door
13” x 9.5" - digital artist proof
Sphinx
13" x 9.5" - digital artist proof

Upside-Down Lady

Martin Terry

Albuquerque New Mexico

Artist Biography
Martin Terry is originally from New York’s Hudson River valley, where he studied art and
worked as an art therapist in prisons and community mental health settings. He moved to New
Mexico in the 1990’s, where he served as President of the Board of Directors of the New Mexico
Art League. He then relocated to Dallas, Texas, followed by 10 plus years in Europe. From 2003
to 2012, he was curator of both the Tri-Mission Art Gallery, US Embassy Rome, Italy, and the
US Consulate Art Gallery, Athens, Greece. His work has been exhibited in New York, New
Mexico, Greece and Italy, and is in collections in the U.S., Australia, and Europe. He maintains
a studio in Albuquerque’s South Valley. He is the curator of the Two Moons Exhibits Series.

Artist Statement
“Fabric is a 2D mixed media painting on canvas that describes the beginning and end of the
Universe. It asks the big questions.
Where do we come from? What are we? Where are we going? The images are a ﬁlm like
unraveling of truth found in the collective unconscious. They represent the past, present and
future. Mysteries of life and death and the everyday are explored. Science, nature, and human
history are all elements that make up the components of the work. The nature of matter is
questioned, from the big bank to the black hole and back. The cycle of creation is here to see;
birth, destruction, and re-birth.”.

Contact
505-877-4503
martinartstudios@gmail.com
martinterry.org
Facebook – Martin Terry
studio visits available by appointment

Martin Terry - Works in the Exhibit

Fabric
84" x 60" – acrylic and casein on canvas
Patient in Self-Repair
24" x 18" – acrylic on canvas board
Lollipop Forest
16" x 20" – oil on canvas board
Water Falling
24" x 12" – acrylic on board
The Industrial Dining Room
8" x 12" x 3” – mixed media
Container: Bill Paul
46" x 30" x 24" – mixed media
The Eye Curtain
9.5" x 13" x 3" – acrylic pouring medium, pigment,
wire, glass, and plastic
Face Tree
84" x 34" x 34" – acrylic pouring medium, wire, pigment, wood

Fabric

Dave Weirdly

Albuquerque New Mexico

Artist Biography
Hi, I’m Dave Weirdly, Born in the Farthest Reaches of Space In an area called The Unknown
Regions.
Ok no…. I’m really 50% farm boy and 50% urban sprawler. I grew up with a
love of the Strange for no apparent reason that I can claim. Just born with it, I guess. I don’t
mind telling you I spent most my life trying to make artifacts of my life’s strange entanglements.
I’ve spoken in tongues, saw accent writing in the sunlight, Lucid Dreaming and have seen
ghosts and ufos so there’s that in my life, and more than likely why I spend a lot of my creative
time making sculptural, 2 dimensional and digital portals into the fantastic.

Artist Statement
I would love to say I have a spark of Divinity or Visions instilled in me by some Advanced
Extraterrestrial Race.
But for my part I just have a love for Dream Logic and Mind Scapes. I find that Juxtaposing the
Mundane with the Weirdness that webs through our subconscious minds adds to the effort to
make this slippery slope of Imagination into an Artifact. Tangibly Real.
My hope is to make the unreal walkable for others. Kind of like a park or garden where likeminded folks can wander, get lost in, confused by, or find inspiration with. As I do.

Contact
DaveWeirdly.com

DaveWeirdly@Twitter.com

Dave Weirdly - Works in the Exhibit

Of R
24" x 30" – acrylic on canvas
Tacit
24" x 30" – acrylic on canvas
Backwards 5
24" x 30" – acrylic on canvas

Of R

New Mexico Arts Imaginative Collective (NMAIC)
In Association with Martinart Studios’
The Surrealist Dreamers of New Mexico
Presents

“Dreaming Out Loud”

For the opening and closing receptions of the
Visual Art Exhibit
April 29 and May 27, 2022
5:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

FUSION
700-708 1st Street NW, Albuquerque
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Albuquerque
New Mexico

Dreaming Out Loud
Sound art for the opening and closing receptions for
“The Surrealist Dreamers of New Mexico”

Ambient Music
Rick Hale

Dreamers
Laura Balombini
Karen Cunningham
Alexandra Dell’Amore
Caroline LeBlanc
Su Lierz
Melsa Manton
Harry O. Morris
Bonnie K. Rucobo
Martin Terry
Rusty Tidenberg
Linda Wilson

Dream Narrators
Laura Balombini
Karen Cunningham
Alexandra Dell’Amore
Su Lierz
David Liggera
ReVaH Loring
Melsa Manton
Reuben Preut
Bonnie K. Rucobo
Martin Terry
Linda Wilson

Brought to you through collaboration with the New Mexico Arts Imaginative Collective.
Learn more at NMAIC.org

Rick Hale - Composer, Musician
Original Music for “Dreaming Out Loud”

Evening
Middle Ground
Thunder Canyon

About the Composer/Musician
Rick Hale is a Latin Grammy-nominated producer from New Mexico whose clients include
Ralph's, Smith's, Kroger, King Super, and other big-name corporations. He has won multiple
awards, including New Mexico Music Awards for the "Best Native American Traditional"
compositions and others in 2009, 2013, and 2015. Rick's TV and Film music spans many genres,
including Rock, Jazz, Classical, and Electronic. He draws inspiration from bands such as
Genesis, Peter Gabriel, Bonobo, Tycho, Bowie, Stones, Moby, M83, and many other ambient
artists.

About the Music
I love music and strive to create music that moves the listener with passion.

Contact
505-440-0126
rickhaleproduction.com

Laura Balombini
Abandoned Old House
I have to find an address in a town I don't recognize. I'm lost. I go up to a dark house with
broken windows go through the door. I feel spirits and the thoughts of people who might have
lived here. With everything I touch I am connected to memory or events.
I wonder the rooms and “feel” laughter, “hear” time passing… Dice, pencils, rubber bands spill
out of drawers. In a closet I find an old blue coat that was mine.
In the backyard shed I open an old metal toolbox and know that inside will be my very first
hammer and saw my father gave me when I told him I wanted to build my own house. Was
this my house? Had I lived here? Or was this just one place…one of my selves had lived? I
don't like being lost. I miss my toolbox and wake up.

(Written by Laura Balombini; narrated by Laura Balombini)

Karen Cunningham

Fauxscape
I am riding on the Pikes Peak Cog Railway that travels up Pikes Peak in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
It’s my first time out west and I’m awed by the rugged Rocky Mountain landscape,
mountain reservoirs, dense pine trees and golden Aspens. Hidden within, an occasional
deer and other wildlife only to be noticed if you look closely.
A day filled with magical adventure exploring the fourteen thousand, one hundred- and
fifteen-foot summit and back. The sun glistening off aspen leaves.
Returning to the railway station parking lot I look back. I was astonished to see all the
scenery had been painted on gigantic billboards and all the wildlife were robots.
I pondered? Do I live in a world that is real or faux?

(Written by Karen Cunningham; narrated by Karen Cunningham)

Alexandra Dell’Amore
Dream 1/1/95
There is a snake on a blue bedspread in the bedroom. The snake is dangerous. I am
trying to catch it and think if it gets loose in this small bedroom, it might come out if it
gets hungry and food is offered. But the snake doesn't go to the floor but goes between
the layers of the bedspread. I can feel it, but I can't catch it. I think the snake is
dangerous because it can bite me through the covers. I am talking to another person
about this, and I am now only feeling lumps and folds of the bedspread.

Dream 12/11/79
I am in bed with my mother. She is wearing a blue nightgown and is hugging me. I don't
like the feeling of her doing this and I want to get away. I think she really needs love and
hugging, but why is she here in my bed? This is choking me.

Dream 12/15/78
I am changing the oil in my car. I am under the car. There are cartons of oil lined up at
the side. I pick up a carton and see it is not oil but warm blood. All the cartons are filled
with warm blood

Dream 1/4/74
There is a rat loose in my apartment. People are shutting their doors to stop the rat, but
it is quick and he jumps before me. I find myself outside in the hallway and changes
quickly into an asphalt parking lot. The rat runs past me trying to get a blond neighbor
girl. I know this little girl well. She calls to me, "Get the rat quickly!" I don't think I can
catch it because it's so fast and I only have a small stick. If I am to get him, I must hit
him once, and the hit must be right. I decide I am not going to try, but the little girl is
pleading with me.
I am running with all might after this rat. I hit him in the back of his head with the stick.
As I get close a huge amount of its blood squirts all over and down my left arm. I'm
afraid to get sick or get a disease from all this blood. A squirmy feeling goes through my
body.
I look down and see the rat’s stomach is popped open exposing a large yellow egg yolk.

(Written by Alexandra Dell’Amore; narrated by Alexandra Dell’Amore)

Caroline LeBlanc
Eucharistie des animaux
A woman walking along an ocean beach comes upon a circle of log seats. Inside the
circle, an eagle hangs dying. The woman sits on a log.
A holy man arrives and settles on the log. At the circle’s edge, pairs of small forest
animals settle and join the vigil. The eagle’s chest rises less, then less, less….
The holy man skins the carcass. He fillets the eagle’s flesh and feeds communion to the
woman and woodland creatures. After draping the feathered cape on the woman’s
shoulders, he moves west along the water’s edge.

(Written by Caroline LeBlanc; narrated by ReVaH Loring)

Su Lierz
In Sepia
Dreams in sepia. It prefers it that way. Anchored beneath a streetlight, stripped of its
bulb, the house calls my name, then pulls away. The door, crimson and padlocked,
swells. Its glossy exterior drips from its hinges, then sags to the floor, converging with
spiral stairs, a turnstile to another dimension. Iron pipe, welded, painted black, chipped,
and worn; irregularities of surface, primitive and pronounced.
Muted light. Transom windows, murky and rusted shut. Eucalyptus sways
keeping spiders at bay. Leaves, decades-old, gossamer, exceed their intended
purpose. Terrains of linen scruff against the concrete floor. The eucalyptus rustles.

(Written by Su Lierz; narrated by Su Lierz)

Melsa Manton
The Sister Planet
I awake in the dark, in a cold sweat. The war is over, and we won, but the landmarks
are foreign, and the ocean seems to be on the wrong side. I just want to go home, I tell
my superiors. You can't, they tell me, Earth is dead. The planet was dying, so they
found another, already inhabited, and transported the top military experts across the
galaxy, tricking us into fighting a war for the free world. What we were really doing was
omnicide. You're going to like it here, they say, death is different. My superior motions to
the door and I turn in shock, as the love of my life, blasted apart in front of me, walks
through the door unscathed.
(Written by Melsa Manton; narrated by Melsa Manton)

Harry O. Morris
Raygun Dream (March 1998)
Night – I’m walking down steps heading to a central place along with throngs of other
people leaving a concert auditorium.
Looking down, I find a ray gun-rifle at my feet. It is intertwined with tube and wires. I
believe that if I fire the gun into the sky, it will create a flash of such brilliance that the
world and people will be paralyzed or destroyed.
I pick the gun up and aim it at the sky. I’m pulling the trigger as hard as I can but the
copper wires around the trigger make the action very difficult. Finally, the trigger clicks
and a laser white beam shoots out of the gun and into the sky.
The sky is illuminated by the following equation:
27 + 36 = 63
Everyone is astonished, but within minutes the sky-equation dissipates, leaving only the
cold, blinking stars.

Weevil Dream (October 1998)
I’m eating long strips of bacon and happen to see
A worm/weevil crawling out of the frying pan.
I spit out all of the chewed-up meat in my mouth.
Then, Christine comes into the kitchen to join me.
It is night and the overhead light bulb is bare and glowing.
Christine ties a long string onto the worm and is making it fly about the room like a kite.
Its eyes remain fixed on me with a terrible glow.

(Written by Harry O. Morris; narrated by Reuben Preut)

Bonnie K. Rucobo
Dream Sequence
I trek up the mountain trail
focusing my camera on
nearby scrub. A faint
rustling mars the calm.
Feet away is a mammoth doe.
Her eyes meet mine. She
fills the distance between us
with her bulk. I freeze.
My camera becomes pounds
heavier, its strap taut
against my neck. I fumble
to free it. Chimes sound.
No church in sight. My iPhone
alarm rings in the day.

(Written by Bonnie K. Rucobo; narrated by Bonnie K. Rucobo)

Martin Terry
Follow the Leader
I have a recurring dream that begins with me at the end of a caravan of people following
the leader. We are going down cobble stone streets in a winding corridor of stone
buildings. We travel through the village going up and down stairs that mysteriously
appear and disappear.
We turn corners to the left and to the right.
I realize after some time that I can no longer see the caravan. I am not sure anymore if I
am on the right path. I have lost sight of the entire caravan.
I quicken my pace to catch up, but I am unable to meet up with them.
The townsfolk are going on with their day-to-day business and their activity seems to be
increasing, keeping me from finding my caravan. Cats and dogs roam free on the
streets.
I see the caravan in the distance again, but I have found myself on the other side of an
embankment. I can not get to them from here.
They vanish into the distance, and no one has noticed that I am missing.

(Written by Martin Terry; narrated by Martin Terry)

Rusty Tidenberg

Cup of Wisdom
I dreamed there was a Native American man who knew he was going to die.
He wanted to leave his wisdom for others.
There was a ritual, a big fire. His brother and the tribe gathered around. The man was
holding a cup of wisdom.
The fire melted his body creating a brown molasses tar going into the cup.
He spoke to his brother and drank from the cup of wisdom. He had more to say but the
others were no longer there.
He drank from the cup again, the tar running from his mouth.
All that was left of the man was his head and hands holding the cup of wisdom. He had
one last drink and died. His head fossilized before me. I awoke.

(Written by Rusty Tidenberg; narrated by David Liggera)

Linda Wilson
Frozen in Place – A One Time Dream
On a warm summer day, the doors were propped open at the consignment shop. A cool
breeze filtered in as I picked through the clothes laid out on the table. The design on a
wraparound skirt caught my eye. I held it up to my waist to see if it would fit.
Out the door and down a steep hill, my husband had just pulled to shore in a tugboat.
By the looks of it, the boat was an ice breaker tug that had chugged across the harbor.
From his position at the bow, he waved frantically trying to get my attention.
I dropped the skirt and ran down the hill. By the time I reached the boat, it had begun to
pull away. My husband had thrust out his hand. I stretched my arm as far as I could but
my reach barely brushed his fingers. The boat pulled away. We could no longer reach
or touch each other.
I watched in utter dismay as the boat and my husband turned to ice. He couldn’t move.
He had frozen in place with his arm still extended and a heartbreaking expression on his
face. His expression said to me that he was sorry. That he couldn’t help what was
happening to him.
I’ve never forgotten this dream. My husband, who passed away years later from
complications of Parkinson’s disease and Parkinson’s dementia, had at the time begun
to experience advanced symptoms of the disease. My subconscious, or whatever part
of my brain needed to reconcile what was happening to my dearly beloved, must have
seen then that he was slipping away. By the end, he had pulled away from me
completely.

(Written by Linda Wilson; narrated by Linda Wilson)

New Mexico Arts Imaginative Collective (NMAIC)
In Association with Martinart Studios’
The Surrealist Dreamers of New Mexico
presents

A Night of Historical Surreal Film

April 21, 2022
7:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.

FUSION
700-708 1st Street NW, Albuquerque
Featuring two films by
Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dali
Un Chien Andalou
And
L’Age d”or
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Un Chien Andalou

1929

About the Film
Un Chien Andalou (An Andalusian Dog) is a 1929 Franco-Spanish silent surrealist short
film by Spanish director Luis Buñuel and artist Salvador Dalí. Buñuel's first film, it was
initially released in a limited capacity at Studio des Ursulines in Paris, but became popular and
ran for eight months. It is a black-and-white, 35mm, silent film with a run time of 17 minutes.
Un Chien Andalou has no plot in the conventional sense of the word. With disjointed
chronology, jumping from the initial "once upon a time" to "eight years later" without events or
characters changing, it uses dream logic in narrative flow that can be described in terms of the
then-popular Freudian free association, presenting a series of tenuously related scenes
Film scholar Ken Dancyger has argued that Un Chien Andalou might be the genesis of the
filmmaking style present in the modern music video. Roger Ebert had called it the inspiration
for low budget independent films. Premiere ranked the opening scene as 10th out of "The 25
Most Shocking Moments in Movie History"
For his 1976 Isolar Tour David Bowie played the film at the start of concerts
The lyrics of the Pixies song "Debaser" are based on Un Chien Andalou]
The screenplay of the film is based on two dreams of its creators Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dali.
The idea for the film began when Buñuel was working as an assistant director for Jean
Epstein in France. Buñuel told Dalí at a restaurant one day about a dream in which a cloud
sliced the moon in half "like a razor blade slicing through an eye". Dalí responded that he had
dreamed about a hand crawling with ants. Excitedly, Buñuel declared: "There's the film, let's go
and make it." They were fascinated by what the psyche could create, and decided to write a
script based on the concept of suppressed human emotions. The title of the film is a hidden
reminiscence from the Spanish saying: "the Andalusian dog howls-someone has died!” The
screenplay was written in a few days.

Cast
Simone Mareuil as Young Girl
Pierre Batcheff as Young Man and Second Young Man
Luis Buñuel as Man in Prologue (uncredited)
Salvador Dalí as Seminarist and as Man on Beach (uncredited)
Robert Hommet as Third Young Man (uncredited)
Kieran Agterberg as Seminarist (uncredited)
Fano Messan as Androgynous Young Woman (uncredited)
Jaime Miravilles as Fat seminarist (uncredited)

(Source: Wikipedia)

L’Age d’Or

1930

About the Film
L'Age d'Or,commonly translated as The Golden Age or Age of Gold, is a 1930
French surrealist satirical comedy film directed by Luis Buñuel about the insanities of modern
life, the hypocrisy of the sexual mores of bourgeois society, and the value system of
the Catholic Church. Much of the story is told with title cards like a predominantly silent film. The
screenplay is by Buñuel and Salvador Dalí. L'Age d'Or was one of the first sound films made in
France
L'Age d'Or began as the second artistic collaboration between Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí,
who had fallen out by the time of the film's production. A neophyte cinéast, Buñuel overcame his
ignorance of cinematic production technique by sequentially filming most of the screenplay; the
63-minute movie is composed of almost every meter of film exposed and dramatic sequence
photographed.
The production budget was a million francs, and was financed and produced by
the Vicomte Charles de Noailles (1891–1981), a nobleman who, beginning in 1928, yearly
commissioned a film as a birthday gift to his wife, the Vicomtesse Marie-Laure de
Noailles (1902–1970), who was a renowned patroness of the arts and of artists, such as Dalí
and Buñuel, Balthus, Jean Cocteau, Man Ray, Francis Poulenc, Jean Hugo, Jean-Michel
Frank and others.
L'Age d'Or included actors who were famous artists, such as Max Ernst and Josep Llorens
Artigas.
Today, L'Age d'Or is widely regarded as one of the key works of surrealist cinema. British
critic Philip French noted that the film, alongside Buñuel's Un Chien Andalou (1929), featured
"bizarre sequences that assault bourgeois values and sexual oppression while making no
logical sense, and they were acclaimed by the leading arbiters of surrealism as the first
authentic surrealist films."

Cast
Gaston Modot as The Man
Lya Lys as the Young Girl
Caridad de Laberdesque as a Chambermaid and Little Girl
Max Ernst as the Leader of men in cottage
Josep Llorens Artigas as Governor
Lionel Salem as Duke of Blangis
Germaine Noizet as Marquise
Duchange as Conductor
Valentine Penrose as a Spirit

(Source: Wikipedia)

New Mexico Arts Imaginative Collective (NMAIC)
In Association with Martinart Studios’
The Surrealist Dreamers of New Mexico
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Contemporary Surreal Poetry
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FUSION
700-708 1st Street NW, Albuquerque
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by André Breton, Guillaume Apollinaire, and others,
along with Recitations of Contemporary poetry by
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Alexandra Dell’Amore

Albuquerque NM

Soldering - written and read by the poet
Damage - written and read by the poet
Advice to Artists – written and read by the poet
Detroit – written and read by the poet
Falling through the Dark – written and read by the poet
A Long Summer Ago – written and read by the poet
New York Subway – written and read by the poet
Saint Francis and the Sow – written by Galway Kinnell, read by Alexandra
Dell’Amore
Galway Miles Kinnell (1927 – 2014) was an American poet. He won the Pulitzer Prize for
Poetry for his 1982 collection, Selected Poems and split the National Book Award for
Poetry with Charles Wright. From 1989 to 1993 he was poet laureate for the state of Vermont.

Less Time – written by André Breton, read by Alexandra Dell’Amore
Andre Breton (1896 – 1966) was a French writer and poet. His Manifesto of Surrealism was
a major influence in moving the Surreal genre into the visual art world.

Soldering
An identification bracelet
Is soldered on her wrist
Lest the girl forgets
to whom she belongs.
The branded steer and horse,
The tattooed,
The ring,
The Indian necklace and
The crown mark
She belongs to one or many
Freedom is in the rear view
Before her memories began... but
Every now and then,
Someone opens the gate

So the steers and horses run
And the bracelet falls off as if
by magic
And a new world comes into her view.

Contact
taosalex@swcp.com

Jeff Hartzer

Albuquerque NM

Flamingos - written and read by the poet ©1984, 2022. ‘Flamingos’ is the title piece of
book and cd (1992). Available on Soundcloud.com.
Jeff has been a surreal Albuquerque poet since 1985.

On Fire - written and read by the poet
In the Absence of Dance and Time - written and read by the poet
Following the Elevator into the Sky – written by Anne Sexton, read by Jeff
Hartzer
Anne Sexton (1928 – 1974) was an American poet known for her highly personal, confessional
verse. She won the Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 1967 for her book Live or Die. Sexton is seen as
the modern model of the confessional poet due to the intimate and emotional content of her
poetry. Sexton often wrote and disclosed her struggles with mental illness through her work.

Flamingos
There come moments in flight
when you simply forget when you feel the shifting
a tilt up
a silent slipping
engines throbbing
cotton clouds of cumulous silk
flamingos
There come moments in flight
tray tables locked in their upright position
when all around you is silence within yourself
And the fuselage rushing blasting through thin air and simple things
are a touch away
reading lights beamed on conditioned air breathing down
flamingos
There come moments in flight
when you sense
how alone you are
amidst Happy Campers
on their way to somewhere far far away
flamingos

There come moments in flight
when the flaps drop down and all the world is tilting tilting steep-edged
toward new realities
and landscapes unknown flamingos known too well

Contact
505-220-1851

www.jeffhartzer.com

Caroline A. LeBlanc

Albuquerque NM

Whole Milk Sounds – written by Caroline LeBlanc; read by Elizabeth Olton
Published “Whole Milk Sounds,” Breakwater Review: A Journal of the Arts,
Inaugural Issue, 2007

Whole Milk Sounds
Once life was more musical, I’m certain.
Before generations lost their youth in the factory,
left me thirsty for the heart sounds of kin.
They decided our future lay in English. American
chatter bested their thick tongued Franglais.
Once life was more musical, I’m certain.
English left my mother’s soul match-girl thin
while childhood’s plastic tongue and ear
left me thirsty for the heart sounds of kin,
nasal consonants and vowels, bounced skin to skin.
Parched, I root for guttural teats, slippery memories
of when life was more musical. I’m certain
utters dripped harmonies in exotic rhythms,
primordial homeland songs, creamy and mythic.
I’m left thirsty for the heart sounds of kin
lost in the English reserve of my sentence.
How can I pour whole sounds, milky into stories
about when life was more musical? I’m certain,
I will always be thirsty for the heart sounds of kin.

Contact
wildernessheart@msn.com

Su Lierz

Corrales NM

In Sepia – written and read by the poet
Someone to Listen – written and read by the poet
Poem to the Mysterious Woman – written by Robert Desnos, read by Su Lierz
Robert Desnos (b.1900, d.1945) was in the vanguard of the French literary Surreal
movement. He began writing avant-garde compositions in 1919, and later became
friends with the French surrealist writers such as Eluard and Breton. Though he
eventually fell out with the some of the movement’s more extreme thoughts, he
continued writing up to the time he died in the Theresienstadt concentration camp in
then-Czechoslovakia, and his work continued to be published for many years after his
death.

In Sepia
Dreams in sepia. It prefers it that way. Anchored beneath a streetlight, stripped of its
bulb, the house calls my name, then pulls away. The door, crimson and padlocked,
swells. Its glossy exterior drips from its hinges, then sags to the floor, converging with
spiral stairs, a turnstile to another dimension. Iron pipe, welded, painted black, chipped,
and worn; irregularities of surface, primitive and pronounced.
Muted light. Transom windows, murky and rusted shut. Eucalyptus sways
keeping spiders at bay. Leaves, decades-old, gossamer, exceed their intended
purpose. Terrains of linen scruff against the concrete floor. The eucalyptus rustles.

Contact
slierz@comcast.net
Facebook / Su Lierz.

Rudy J. Miera

Corrales NM

Surreal - written and read by the poet
Pequeño Valz Vienés – written by Federico Garcia Lorca, read by Rudy J. Miera, in
Spanish, with English translation
Federico Garcia Lorca (b. 1898, d. 1936) was a Spanish poet, playwright, and theatre
director. He was a member of the Generation of 27, a group of mostly poets who introduced
Surrealism into Spanish literature; translated by Leonard Cohen, Take this Waltz.

Surreal
Surreal comes from ‘super real’
Doesn’t mean ‘meaningless’
surreal doesn’t come from nonsense
But from more than real…..
Where the veins of art flow with the blood of imagination
Comes from real pain and real ecstasy
The alchemy of Art and Life, now that’s surreal…
How you feel when being conscious of what’s really real –
- knowing that there’s more to this world than this world
ghosts of the past have never really passed away
we just forgot how to see
them……
surreal isn’t babble or pretentious bullshit lame poses, or fake roses, rhyme for the
sake of rhyme
ahhhh, careful, gotta keep it real, Sir
it’s more like the hyper real attention to the Beat
like Kerouac’s totally presence, all real, non-judgemental
ecstasy of the stream-of-consciousness
of the all-too-real
intersection of those other worlds and spirits
at our fraction of the Universe
our little corner
you and me
listening.. thinking…… imagining in love with all the Universes
now that’s super real
sur real…..

Contact
(505) 897-9572
www.Rudyjm.com

Bonnie K. Rucobo

Albuquerque NM

Perchance to Dream - written and read by the poet
Peut-il se Repose – written by Paul Eluard, read by Bonnie K. Rucobo in French
and English
Paul Éluard (b.1895 – d. 1952), was a French poet and one of the founders of
the Surrealist movement. In 1916, he chose the name Paul Éluard, a matronymic borrowed from
his maternal grandmother. He adhered to Dadaism and became one of the pillars of surrealism
by opening the way to artistic action politically committed to the Communist Party. During World
War II, he was the author of several poems against Nazism that circulated clandestinely. He
became known worldwide as The Poet of Freedom and is considered the most gifted of French
surrealist poets

In Her Splendor Islanded – written by Octavio Paz, read by Bonnie K. Rucobo
Octavio Paz Lozano (b.1914 – d.1998) was a Mexican poet and diplomat. For his body of
work, he was awarded the 1977 Jerusalem Prize, the 1981 Miguel de Cervantes Prize, the
1982 Neustadt International Prize for Literature, and the 1990 Nobel Prize in Literature. He
embraced Surrealism after a 1937 trip to Paris. (poem translation by Muriel Rukeyser)

Perchance to Dream
I don’t remember my dreams. I may awaken
with nerves raw and tattered with vague memories
of horror show scenarios. In a court of law I could
attest that I have no recollection of setting, plot or
story arc of my dreams. I don’t know if my mind’s
lens registers in color or black and white. The stuff
of my dreams is detritus, splicing scattered
on an editing room floor, impossible to reassemble.
I don’t remember my dreams. If I were searching
for visual artists to capture them on canvas, I might
approach the surrealists of the last century: André
Breton with his manifesto of super reality, Salvador
Dalí with his dripping clocks, René Magritte with his
assertion that the representation of a pipe is fiction.
Sooner or later I’d remember my purchase of a paperback
from my college bookstore: the 1967 reproduction of
Goya’s Disasters of War. On the cover is a ghostly
figure, hardly more than a skeleton, lurching his upper
body out of a gravesite, pen in hand, fresh from
scribbling “Nada” on a tablet. Demonic faces stare
open mouthed from the blackness of background
chiaroscuro. There are more than eighty etchings

in the collection, hard to take in and impossible to
ignore. Readers become rubberneckers sighting a
roadside accident. Each etching is labeled with an
epithet driving home the visual with words.
I don’t remember my dreams.
But I may have seen them—
more than once—peering from the dogeared
pages of Goya’s Disasters of War.

Contact
mechistle@gmail.com

Rusty Tidenberg

Albuquerque NM

I Can Rarely Defeat the Enemy of My Dream
Why Can’t I be Me? Around You
Both poems written by Rusty Tidenberg, read by Dave Liggera

I Can Rarely Defeat Thy Enemy of My Dream
Who’s to say what the terror is on any night
It could be a zombie, a competitor, or Captain Hook I fight
I could run, or chase, till I’m exhausted
Then the tables will turn
And I’ll kick, punch, or gore, that one of mean
But, I can rarely defeat thy enemy of my dreams
The dream goes on,& on, to different branches of the tree
It comes back to repeat itself to a different degree
What causes this fear of seam?
I rarely defeat thy enemy of my dream
I can be making love to the most beautiful dame
When things turn ugly, it leaves me in shame
then I levitate to another plain
trying to find someone to blame
I just want to scream
I can rarely defeat thy enemy of my dream
I awake with a fear, or vision in sight
What isn’t right?
This mind travel at night
I think I’ll remember what I saw so clean
Tomorrow, I’ve forgotten thy enemy of my dream
They won’t let my dream poem in the show
because the height of my hair is a bit low
NOW! I can’t even read it
because I can’t even see it
On the paper I scripted the scheme
I rarely defeat thy enemy of my dream

New Mexico Arts Imaginative Collective (NMAIC)
In Association with Martinart Studios’
The Surrealist Dreamers of New Mexico
presents

A Night of Contemporary Surreal Film

May 19, 2022
7:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.

FUSION
700-708 1st Street NW, Albuquerque
Featuring Surreal short films by
New Mexico filmmakers
Carey Brooks - Karen Cunningham - Daniel Davis
Irene Edwards - Hannah Ferus - Jeff Hudson
Alonso Indacochea Bryan Konefsky
Savannah Londo - Kenneth Vigil

Two Moons
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FUSION
Albuquerque
New Mexico

Cary Brooks
limbo - 6:57
limbo is an exploration of the places in between. Stuck in a place of no time and no solid
ground, as sounds, images, and memories flow past. limbo is about waiting, and sensing, and
remembering.

Karen Cunningham
Icarus Dreams
This film is a collaboration with a drone videographer and editor simulating someone

dreaming of flying amongst the tree tops and jumping from roof to roof.

Love Is
In collaboration with poet Rudy Miera, singer Kristen Loree and footage sent by Basement
Films, edited by Karen Cunningham for Sense of Wonder Experience project.

Pick-up Nurse
Inspiration from Alexandra Dell’ Amore’s dream: “’I am changing the oil in my car. I am
under the car. There are cartons of oil lined up at the side. I pick up a carton and see it
is not oil but warm blood. All the cartons are filled with warm blood”
Artist/Filmmaker for Dust Devil (Polvadera) - see listing for Daniel Davis

Contact
emds_yes@juno.com
karencunningham.net

Daniel Davis
Dust Devil (Polvadera) – 2:38
Vistas al Volcan composed for 4 bassoons and Contrabassoon 2021.
The Music whips and whirls into a frenzy with short stops, following the whisps of sudden Dust
storms that move quickly pelting the ears with sand and dust. There is a lot of rapid motion in
the musical lines. There is also in the music a brief snippet of a New Mexico folk tune.
The music is sparsely based on the folk tune “punta y punta” with nonsensical words that refer
to the plight of the farmers of New Mexico and the dusty dry conditions that cover the
landscapes.
Anyone living in the Western USA will eventually encounter a Dust Devil or Diablo del polvo.
Whirlwinds of dust and sand. A friend with a long family heritage with New Mexico connections
referred to a colloquial word for dust devil as “Polvadera” which simply means “dusty”. There is
a small town in NM of that name near Socorro, NM.
Dust Devils are hard to predict. Suddenly they appear and move across the landscape then
dissipate just as quickly. The music includes swirling rapid notes which makes for an energetic
piece of music.

Dust Devil: video synopsis by Karen Cunningham
There are two aspects that filmmakers are hesitant to film due to the lack of cooperation and
they are children and pets.
I would like to add another “Dust Devils”
This filmmaker actually attempted to capture on film “Dust Devils.” All efforts were
unsuccessful.
Thus with the help of an animated dust devil on a green screen I was able to reproduce virtually
the possibilities for this video.
It was interesting to me how Daniel Davis’s music turned into a surrealistic style dance with the
dust devils.

Contact
emds_yes@juno.com
karencunningham.net

Irene Edwards
Worldview - 3:34
We come from the stars and will return to the stars, and
In between, we live, observe the seasons and our surroundings,
And live within those cycles.

Hannah Ferus
Being Built in a City of Stories
The audience is invited to watch and make up their own synopsis.

Jeff Hudson
Hunting for the Testicles of the EEL - 1:21
The title is self-explanatory. But, do eels even have testicles?

OLD 27 - 6:31
The existential wheelie chair of life.

The REAL THING - 3:55
When confronted with the REAL THING, our narrator reacts.

Alonso Indacochea
A Close Shave - 3:34
Up working on his computer late at night, a man is visited by a mysterious stranger bearing a
note, which leads him into a portal through time.

Bryan Konefsky
ACE - 1:57
Sometimes an actor's performance transcends the particular role they have been assigned.
Here Kirk Douglas demonstrates the power of his "camera presence" from 1951 - 2010.

All Bones and no Bend - 0:51
One often doesn't think about an audience "talking back" to the characters on the screen,
however in this case, the cheering patrons advance the plot in unexpected ways.

Does Anyone Ever Really Quit - 2:17
Shot at the Beardsley Zoo in Bridgeport, Connecticut in 2003, the obsessive behavior of
Joaquin the black bear was reminiscent of a film that impressed me as a young student…
Once upon a time, the University of Bridgeport had an interesting film program with instructors
such as George Morris (credited in Slackers) and video artist, Shalom Gorewitz.

Moya Sestra - 2:05
Simone Simon is one of my film "heroes." Here, she plots to kill her therapist in one of the final
scenes from Jacques Tourneur's 1942 film, Cat People. I guess you could say of my
manipulation - it's not a good idea to let your pets gain access to furniture, it never ends well.

RHT - 1:15
In the film Roman Holiday, for some unknown reason, the cinematographer chose to spend an
unnecessarily long time "poking around" under Audrey Hepburn's dress....

Teatro Principal - 3:19

password needed on this one
A portrait of the Teatro Principal in Camagüey, Cuba. In making this film, I thought about
Conchita (the house manager of the theatre) and how maternal and nurturing her chair folding
gesture was. Thinking now, I hope there is a thread of empathy embedded in the film - empathy
for all the many, many theatres around the globe that are now closed due to Covid-19.

The Last Waltz - 1:23
A "last waltz" that may very well not be a last waltz as interpreted by Bugs Bunny, Dorothy and
Jerry Lewis.

Savannah Londo
Dreams from a Summer Vacation
Over the course of a summer road trip with my family, I filmed much of the scenery that I saw.
The footage consisted of clips on the beach, on hiking trails, and in the car while driving. I felt
over the course of the trip that it was a lot like a dream and I wished that I could rewind and do it
again. So, that is what I attempted to convey with this short film.

Kenneth Vigil
Willowpede
On the evening of his wife's funeral, an old man goes mad with obsession when he
discovers a Willowpede in his home.

